Abstract. Scheduling has been a successful domain of application for constraint programming since its beginnings. The cumulative constraint -which enforces the usage of a limited resource by several tasks -is one of the core components that are surely responsible of this success. Unfortunately, ensuring bound-consistency for the cumulative constraint is already NP-Hard. Therefore, several relaxations were proposed to reduce domains in polynomial time such as Time-Tabling, Edge-Finding, Energetic Reasoning, and Not-First-Not-Last. Recently, Vilim introduced the Time-Table Edge-Finding reasoning which strengthens Edge-Finding by considering the time-table of the resource. We pursue the idea of exploiting the time-table to detect disjunctive pairs of tasks dynamically during the search. This new type of filtering -which we call time-table disjunctive reasoning -is not dominated by existing filtering rules. We propose a simple algorithm that implements this filtering rule with a O(n 2 ) time complexity (where n is the number of tasks) without relying on complex data structures. Our results on well known benchmarks highlight that using this new algorithm can substantially improve the solving process for some instances and only adds a marginally low computation overhead for the other ones.
Introduction
Many real-world scheduling problems involve cumulative resources. A resource can be seen as an abstraction of any renewable entity -as machinery, electricity, or even manpower -which is used to perform tasks (also called activities). Although many tasks could be scheduled simultaneously on a same resource, the total use of a resource cannot exceed a fixed capacity at any moment.
In this paper, we focus on a single cumulative resource with a discrete finite capacity C ∈ N and a set of n tasks T = {1, . . . , n}. Each task i has a starting time s i ∈ Z, a fixed duration d i ∈ N, and an ending time e i ∈ Z such that the equality s i + d i = e i holds. Moreover, each task i consumes a fixed amount of resource c i ∈ N during its processing time. Tasks are non-preemptive, i.e., they cannot be interrupted during their processing time. In the following, we denote by s i and s i the earliest and the latest starting time of task i and by e i and e i the earliest and latest ending time of task i (see Fig. 1 ). The cumulative constraint [1] ensures that the accumulated resource consumption does not exceed the maximum capacity C at any time t (see Fig. 2 ):
Unfortunately, ensuring bound consistency for the cumulative constraint is already NP-Hard [11] . Therefore, many relaxations were proposed during the last two decades to remove inconsistent starting and ending times in polynomial time. Among them, the Time-Tabling filtering rule has been the subject of much research in the scheduling community [4, 9, 13] . The idempotent algorithm proposed by Letort in [9] implements Time-Tabling with a O(n 2 ) time complexity and has been successfully applied on problems with hundreds of thousands of tasks. The fastest (non-idempotent) known algorithm for Time-Tabling has a time complexity of O(n log n) [13] . Despite its scalability, Time-Tabling suffers from limited filtering. On the other extreme, Energetic Reasoning [3, 10] achieves a strong filtering at the cost of a prohibitive O(n 3 ) time complexity. Between these two extremes, several tradeoffs were proposed to balance strong filtering with low time complexity, e.g., Edge-Finding [6, 15] , Time-Table Edge-Finding [16] , Time- Table Extended -Edge-Finding [13] , or Not-First-Not-Last [14] . All the filtering rules listed above are subsumed by the filtering achieved by Energetic Reasoning at the exception of Not-First-Not-Last that is not comparable with Energetic Reasoning.
Surprisingly, Disjunctive Reasoning (DR) [3] has only been partially adapted to the cumulative context. In [2] , Baptiste and Le Pape proposed to detect sets of tasks that cannot overlap in time without exceeding the amount of resource available initially. However, this approach is limited as it does not take in account the changes in the amount of resource available over time. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3 where a task k has been fixed (by search or propagation). It is easy to see that tasks i and j cannot overlap in time due to the amount Fig. 3 : Tasks i and j cannot overlap in time due to the amount of resource already consumed by task k. As j cannot be scheduled before i, j has to be scheduled after i: e i ≤ s j . This situation is not detected by the approach proposed in [2] .
of resource consumed by k. Unfortunately, this situation is not detected by the approach proposed by Baptiste and Le Pape.
In this work, we propose to improve Disjunctive Reasoning by considering changes in the amount of resource available. Similarly to the idea of Vilim in [16] , we leverage the time-table -a core concept of Time-Tabling -to detect disjunctive pairs of tasks dynamically. Our new filtering rule -namely Time- Table Dis- junctive Reasoning -is not subsumed by any known filtering rule. We propose a simple algorithm that implements this filtering rule with a O(n 2 ) time complexity without relying on complex data structures. We also propose two ways of improving the filtering of this algorithm. Our results on well known benchmarks from PSPLIB [7] highlight that Time-Tabling Disjunctive Reasoning is a promising filtering rule for state-of-the-art cumulative constraints. Indeed, using our algorithm can substantially improve the solving process of some instances and, at worst, only adds a marginally low computation overhead for the other ones. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the time-table and the necessary background. Section 3 is dedicated to the Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning rule and presents the algorithm and two possible extensions. The evaluation of our approach is presented in Section 4. This paper concludes on future works and possible improvements.
Mandatory Parts and Time-Table
Even tasks that are not fixed convey some information that can be used by filtering rules. For instance, tasks with a tight execution window must consume some resource during a specific time interval known as mandatory part.
Definition 1 (Mandatory part). Let us consider a task i ∈ T . The mandatory part of i is the time interval [s i , e i [. Task i has a mandatory part only if its latest starting time is smaller than its earliest ending time.
If task i has a mandatory part, we know that task i will consume c i of resource during all its mandatory part no matter its starting time. Fig. 4 illustrates the mandatory part of an arbitrary task i. By aggregation, mandatory parts allow to have an optimistic view of the resource consumption over time. This aggregation is known as the time-table (also called minimum resource profile). -Table) . The time-table TT T is the aggregation of the mandatory part of all the tasks in T . It is formally defined as the following step function:
Definition 2 (Time
The problem is inconsistent if ∃t ∈ Z : TT T (t) > C.
The time-table can be computed in O(n) with a sweep algorithm given the tasks sorted by latest starting time and earliest ending time [4, 9, 16 ].
3 Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning
In order to explain Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning, we will use some additional notations. Let I, J be time intervals. If I ⊆ J, we say that J contains I. If I ∩ J = ∅, we say that I overlaps J, or that I and J overlap.
Disjunctive Reasoning and Minimum Overlapping Intervals
In [3] , Baptiste et al. briefly describe Disjunctive Reasoning in the cumulative context as a reasoning on all pairs of tasks i = j that enforces bound-consistency on the formula:
Proposition 1 (Disjunctive Reasoning). Let us consider a pair of tasks i = j in T , such that c i + c j > C, s j < e i and s i < e j . Then, e i ≤ s j must hold.
This rule states that if i and j cannot overlap, and if scheduling j at s j would make it overlap i, then e i ≤ s j , so the start of j must be at least e i . We say that task i is a pushing task while task j is a pushed task. A rule for filtering the ending times can be derived by symmetry. The rule from Prop. 1 does some of the work of time-table filtering: when c i + c j > C and i has a mandatory part, the reasoning on pair (i, j) is subsumed by time-tabling [3] . An additional filtering can be achieved by Disjunctive Reasoning when task i does not have a mandatory part. This filtering occurs when placing task j at s j would make it overlap i in every schedule. It is based on the fact that j cannot contain a time interval that i must overlap. When i has no mandatory part, there is a minimum such interval. When a task has a mandatory part, we consider that it has no minimum overlapping interval. Using the concept of minimum overlapping interval, it is possible to rewrite the part of Prop. 1 that is specific to Disjunctive Reasoning.
Proposition 2 (Restricted Disjunctive Reasoning).
Let us consider a pair of tasks i = j such that task i has no mandatory part (e i ≤ s i ) and that c i + c j > C. If scheduling task j at its earliest starting time makes it completely overlap the minimum overlaping interval of
The rule from Prop. 2 is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Algorithm 1 directly follows from this rule.
Restricted Time-Table Disjunctive Reasoning
One weakness of Disjunctive Reasoning lies in the fact that it does not take into account the changes in the amount of resource available over time (see Fig. 3 ). Fig. 6 : On the left, tasks i and j cannot fit together for capacity reasons. Setting s j to s j would make j contain moi i , and placing i would be impossible. On the right, the inconsistent values of s j are removed, these are t ≤ min(moi i ). This filtering is achieved by setting s j to e i .
Algorithm 1: O(n
2 ) algorithm to enforce rule of Prop. 2
Input: a set of tasks T , capacity C Input: an array s mapping i to s i Output: array s mapping i to updated starting time
In this section, we show how to exploit the information contained in the timetable (see Section 2) to propose an enhanced disjunctive filtering rule called Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning. 1 We first introduce Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning for the case where tasks i and j have no mandatory part and thus do not contribute to the time-table. This particular case saves us from removing the possible contribution of i or j from the time-table when applying a disjunctive reasoning. This restricting assumption will be relaxed to any pair of tasks later on in section 3.3.
Let us consider a pair of tasks i = j with no mandatory parts such that moi i ⊆ [s j , e j [. Then Prop. 2 only compares c i + c j to C. However, tasks in T − {i, j} may not leave C units of resource available during the overlap of i and j. We derive a new rule that leverages the mandatory part of such tasks. Proposition 3. Let us consider a pair of tasks i = j ∈ T such that i and j have no mandatory part and that c i + c j + min t∈moii TT T (t) > C. If scheduling task j at its earliest starting time makes it completely overlap the minimum overlapping interval of i (moi i ⊆ [s j , e j [), then e i ≤ s j must hold.
Proof. If j contained moi i , then j would increase consumption by c j during all of moi i , because j does not yet contribute to resource consumption. Then, placing i anywhere would increase consumption by c i at some point t of moi i , making consumption at t greater than C. Moreover, since moi i ⊆ [s j , e j [, the duration of j is such that scheduling j before e i makes j contain moi i . Hence, these values are inconsistent, and e i ≤ s j must hold.
Using this rule, we can only filter values among tasks with no mandatory parts. Next section shows how to apply the same reasoning to every task.
Time-table Disjunctive Reasoning
Using the same idea as in [13, 16] , we strengthen our rule further by splitting every task in two parts, a free part and the mandatory part.
Definition 4 (Free part
If i has no mandatory part, then i = i f . Fig. 7 : A task i with a mandatory part and its free part i f . The free part i f always has a minimum overlapping interval moi i f .
Free parts have no mandatory part and always have an moi (see Fig. 7 ). In the remainder, we refer to T f = {i f | i ∈ T ∧ d i f > 0} as the set of all the free parts of strictly positive duration (i.e. free parts of not assigned tasks).
Using free parts enables us to use any task in the reasoning, without worrying whether or not they contribute to the time-table. Notice that while the update is triggered by computations on free parts of tasks, the actual update should be made on tasks themselves, here s j .
Proposition 4 (Time-Table Disjunctive Reasoning). Let us consider a pair of tasks i f = j f ∈ T f such that c i + c j + min t∈moii f TT T (t) > C. If task j f scheduled at its earliest starting time completely overlaps the minimum overlap-
Proof. Suppose that the premises are true, and then suppose s j ≤ min(moi i
If i has no mandatory part, it does not contribute to the time-table. This means that ∀t ∈ moi i f , T T (t) = T T T −{i,j} (t). Then placing j before or at min(moi i ) increases resource consumption on moi i f by c j , which prevents i = i f from being placed on its moi, and is contradictory.
If i has a mandatory part, it contributes to the time-table on [min(moi i f ) + 1, max(moi i f ) − 1]. Placing j before or at min(moi i f ) increases resource consumption at min(moi i f ) and at max(moi i f ) by c j , This prevents i f from being left-shifted or right-shifted, which in turn means that i itself cannot overlap these time points. Since it must overlap at least one of these points, this is contradictory.
Algorithm 2 is an easy to implement O(n 2 ) algorithm combining moi and free parts abstractions. This algorithm enforces the updates of starting times given by Prop. 4. The tasks Pushing are candidate pusher tasks (taking the role of i). The tasks Pushed are candidate pushed tasks (take the role of j). For now, they are both T f . The time-table is basically an array of pairs (t, c) where t is a time and c is a consumption, it must be sorted by nondecreasing t. Its initialization in line 1 can be done in O(n log n), by sorting tasks according to s and e and sweeping over these time points. In line 3, consumption(i, TT) can be implemented 2 as min t∈moii f TT(t), it can be computed in linear time on the time- Input: sets of tasks T , Pushing ⊆ T f and Pushed ⊆ T f , capacity C Input: an array s initially mapping i to s i Output: array s with updated starting times
Proposition 5. The filtering of Time- Table Disjunctive Filtering is not subsumed by Energetic Reasoning nor by Not-First-Not-Last. Proof. Figure 8 shows an example where Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning It means that the two tasks i and j, consuming respectively 2 and 1 unit of resource, are not allowed to overlap over [4, 8] . Hence s j is updated to min(moi i ) + 1 = e i = 5.
Improvements
The computation of allowed gap in Prop. 4, reflected at line 3 of Algorithm 2, can be strengthened in some cases, allowing to filter more values.
Pushing task does not fit inside its moi. When the duration of i f is larger than its moi, we can strengthen the gap allowed by i by taking the minimum of the time-table on extremities of moi i f instead of taking it on the whole interval:
Then e i f < s j must hold.
Proof. If s j ≤ min(moi i f ), then j contains moi i f , so it contains the extremities of moi i f . Thus, j makes the consumption at min(moi i f ) and max(moi i f ) increase by c j . Because of its duration, i f must overlap at least one of min(moi i f ) and max(moi i f ). Doing so would overload the resource, so this is contradictory. Notice that improving Algorithm 2 using Prop. 6 can be done by changing consumption(i, TT) at line 3 to compute the minimum only at the extremities of moi i when
Pushing task has a mandatory part When task i has a mandatory part, despite i f 's domain, the consumption of i f will not really be scheduled inside moi i f . Thus, we can strengthen the gap in the same way as the previous improvement:
Proof. The argument is the same as for Prop. 6: i must overlap either min(moi i f ) or max(moi i f ), hence computing the gap using only these points is sufficient.
Example 2. We refer to the Figure 10 . Task i has a mandatory part. Since 4 = | moi i f | − 1 > d i f = 2, we are not in the case of application of Prop. 6. We cannot apply Prop. 4 either, since min t∈moii f (TT(t)) is 1, allowing i and j to overlap. Nevertheless, since i has a mandatory part, we can apply Prop. 7 and use min(TT(4), TT(8)) = 2 to compute the gap, which forbids i and j to overlap in moi i f . Hence, Prop.7 allows us to adjust the starting time of j to 5. Once more, improving Algorithm 2 using Prop. 7 can be done by changing consumption(i, TT) at line 3 to compute the minimum only at the extremities of moi i when i has a mandatory part.
Reducing the number of pairs to consider Our algorithm has a theoretical O(n 2 ) time complexity, but it is possible to reduce it in practice by removing tasks that cannot push, and by removing tasks that cannot be pushed. Refining these sets allows to keep the same filtering, while examining much less than the theoretical O(n 2 ) pairs of tasks. First, pushing tasks must have a tight enough moi and high enough consumption during their moi to push any other task. After refining Pushing, we found useful to refine tasks of Pushed according to their time location: a pushed task must not be schedulable before the minimal earliest start of pushing tasks mois, and must be updatable at least by their maximal earliest end.
This procedure is formalized in Algorithm 3.
Experiments and Results
This section presents the experimental evaluation of Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning (TTDR) on several well known benchmarks of the Resource Constraints Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) from PSPLIB [7] . The aim of these experiments is to measure the performance of the cumulative constraint when TTDR is added to a set of filtering rules. To achieve this, we compared the performance of classical filtering rules with and without TTDR. Here is the exhaustive list of the compared algorithms:
-Time-Tabling (TT) is implemented using a fast variant of [9] ;
Algorithm 3: Refinement of Pushing and Pushed with O(n) overhead
Input: a set of tasks T , initialized TT, capacity C Output: Pushing and Pushed arrays for TTDR input
-Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning (TTDR) implemented as described in this paper with all proposed improvements; -Edge-Finding (EF) is implemented as proposed in [6] ; -Energetic Reasoning (ER) is the well known implementation proposed by Baptiste et al. in [3] . We added some improvements proposed by Derrien et Petit to reduce the number of considered intervals [5] ; -Not-First-Not-Last (NFNL) is implemented with a O(n 3 ) variant of the algorithm proposed by Schutt et al. [14] .
All the algorithms were implemented in the open-source OscaR Solver [12] .The priorities chosen for cumulative constraints in the propagation queue are such that TT is executed first, then TTDR, EF, ER and finally NFNL. We used a classic SetTimes search [8] , breaking ties by taking a task of minimal duration.
We used a machine with a 4-core, 8 thread Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz processor and 8GB of RAM under GNU/Linux. using Java SE 1.7 JVM.
We report the cumulated distribution F (τ ) of instances solved within computational limit τ in Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 . On the left column, τ refers to time, on the right it refers to the size of the search tree; the x-axis is logarithmic in both cases. F (τ ) = k means that k instances where solved under τ ms or nodes. We set a timeout of 90s for every computation.
3 Due to a lack of room, we only display results obtained on instances with 30 and 120 tasks. Results obtained on instances with 60 tasks are similar. However, we observed that adding TTDR has a very little effect on instances with 90 tasks in which only two additional instances were closed using TTDR.
In Fig. 12 and Fig. 14 , we report results for destructive lower bound experiments, that compute the best lower bound given by propagation alone.
Despite its O(n 2 ) theoretical complexity, the algorithm for TTDR is more of a lightweight algorithm. The only computation overhead appears on very small time limits when TTDR is used with TT. However, the additional filtering of TTDR quickly takes over, allowing to solve more instances for a given time limit τ . The PSPLIB instances are well-known to be rather disjunctive than cumulative. 4 Adding energy-based reasoning on PSPLIB instances is a risky trade-off. Indeed, energy-based reasoning does not trivialize much the PSPLIB instances, whereas TTDR does improve on the number of instances solved by TT alone. This confirms experimentally that TTDR is complementary to existing energy-based filtering for the cumulative constraint (see Prop. 5)
Finally, we also see that the gain in solved instances does not drop from the 30-task set to the 120-task set. This means that the filtering depends more on the nature of instances than on their size, and that the O(n 2 ) algorithm for TTDR scales well.
Conclusion
This paper introduces Time-Tabling Disjunctive Reasoning -a new filtering rule that leverages the time-table to detect disjunctive pairs of tasks dynamically. By relying on minimum overlapping intervals, this filtering rules achieve a new type of filtering that is not subsumed by existing filtering rules such as Energetic Reasoning or Not-First-Not-Last. Besides its novelty, Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning can be implemented with a simple O(n 2 ) algorithm that does not rely on complex data-structures. Benefits of using Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning in combination with other filtering rules were evaluated on well-known benchmarks from PSPLIB. Our results highlight that Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning is a promising filtering rule to extend state-of-the-art cumulative constraints. Indeed, using our algorithm can substantially improve the solving process of some instances and, at worst, only adds a marginally low overhead for the other ones.
Although the strengthening proposed by Time- Table Disjunctive Reasoning is already a good tradeoff in terms of speed and filtering, it could be improved further. For instance, its practical complexity could be reduced by using sweeping techniques to prevent the examination of non-overlapping pairs of tasks. An even more interesting improvement would be on the filtering side. For instance, one may be able to strengthen the filtering by considering minimum overlapping intervals on more than one task at the same time. Plots for all instances of PSPLIB30. y-axis is the cumulative number of solved instances. In the left column, x-axis is log 2 (t), with t time in ms. In the right column, x-axis is log 2 (n), with n the number of nodes to find optimal and prove optimality. Plots for all instances of PSPLIB120. y-axis is the cumulative number of solved instances. In the left column, x-axis is log 2 (t), with t time in ms. In the right column, x-axis is log 2 (n), with n the number of nodes to find optimal and prove optimality. 
